INTRODUCTION

Translated by Jie Li

In 2009, I went to Beijing’s satellite city, the new district of Wangjing, to
visit a German curator who was living in an avant-garde artist’s studio. The
neighborhood of my destination did not have a Chinese name. Its English
name was Class.
My taxi driver used to be a farmer in the Beijing suburbs and had only
recently begun this not-so-easy livelihood of the taxi business. He got completely lost in this brand-new, nameless urban labyrinth.
On the streets of this new phantasmic district, we could see only the
flying dust in the afternoon sunshine over the recently cleared grounds
that had yet to be laid with grass. Apart from construction trucks and
migrant workers, the streets were eerily silent and unlike Beijing — as if
nobody lived there.
On the margins of this new neighborhood were crumbling old neighborhoods constructed in the 1970s and ’80s that were still bustling with
activity. But when passersby were asked about Class, they looked only bewildered by the English word.
The enormous new district looked not so much like the little town in
The Truman Show as a deserted city in one of Michelangelo Antonioni’s
films. When we finally located the so-called Class neighborhood with the
help of the taxi company’s customer service, I realized that we had passed
by this stretch of buildings many times. The huge letters of the word “Class”
towered over the skyscrapers that formed part of the skyline.
The buildings exuded an aura of classy residence. Their automated
doors were tightly shut; there were gentle hills and lawns, birds and flowers, children with different skin colors playing soccer — the scenery of an
international middle class.
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The nondescript bronze plaque next to the gate stated something to
the effect of “private residence; no solicitations.” There were two security
guards in uniform — one was taking great pains to interrogate a visitor before me, and the other had stopped a delivery van and was confirming his
comings and goings with his walkie-talkie. Neither had time to pay any
attention to me.
Since I was early, I walked around the outer walls of the compound and
found myself at the end of a back wall beyond the reach of the sun. Next to
a pile of construction garbage, I found a cast iron structure or a piece of urban sculpture. I thought perhaps it was made by the architecture firm, with
the signature of the designer. It looked quite grand. I went up for a closer
look. Written in German and Chinese were the words: “Base determines
superstructure. — Karl Marx.”
Like all cast iron, it was rusty where rainwater had soaked it. It was as if
the traces of rust told a tale of the etching and decay of time. I stood there
amazed. I knew that it used to be quite a fad to use the rhetoric of political
pop for Beijing’s real estate commercials and that cast iron was an international architectural fashion. Yet this work still stunned me for a moment,
as if I had walked into an anachronistic world and encountered an allegory
of contemporary China.
It seemed as if I had found a boundary stone of history at the end of
history, and the reality of class in a place at the city’s edge literally named
Class. In today’s China, questions of class are no longer explicitly named
as such in political science or sociology. Sometimes people euphemistically talk about social strata or obscurely about differences. The most direct expressions are about the rich and the poor (their polarization, the
Gini coefficient, the nouveau riche versus the nouveau poor, the elite versus
the subaltern, the entrepreneurs versus the weak). For me, this chance encounter revealed the landscape of contemporary urban China; it became a
possible entry to reflect on and evaluate China, and perhaps the world and
its contemporary culture.
The Cold War, this most important, endlessly long era of global twentieth-
century history, seems to have vanished without a trace, as if it were a
short-lived illusion far beyond reach, like a nightmare in an ancient, hard-
to-recall, and somewhat scary fairy tale. Before my encounter with Class in
Beijing, I was invited to visit Freie Universität Berlin. The open-air bookstalls and bookstores featured a magazine with a portrait of Marx on its

China: Cold War, Post – Cold War, Displaced Time
Needless to say, the most prominent transformation in twenty-first-century
China is its emergence as a nation-state within the system of global capitalism. Beyond that, we could speak of the desires and anxieties in various
international discourses attendant upon China as a potential new empire.
The Cold War order was once the basic parameter defining China’s position: a forefront socialist nation that faced off against the Western world,
as well as an oddity that rejected the Soviet bloc. Surrounded by strong
enemies on the international front, China’s tenacious survival as well as its
political, economic, and cultural practices made it appear to be a special
case. Yet what stands out even more is its distinctive status as a representative of the third world.
One could say that it was precisely the political and economic experiments of the 1960s and ’70s in China that turned Mao Zedong Thought
or Maoism into an intellectual resource for Europe and the United States,
turning the Chinese revolutionary path into a topic of relevance for the
world.
Yet if China of the Cold War era used third worldism to break through
the isolation and embargo imposed on it (as if it were an extra chess piece
in a binary order), then these efforts to crack the iciness not only shattered
the pattern of the Cold War order, but also provided an alternative model
for the transformation of the socialist path into a zigzagging route to modernization, affirming political sovereignty, encouraging industrialization,
and standing tall within the world of nations. Thus temporal narratives
and modernist apprehensions that filled China’s twentieth-century era repeatedly surfaced and were repeatedly displaced.
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cover, which looked quite striking in the Berlin cityscape. My German
friend told me it was a special issue on the financial tsunami, and that the
title of the story read, “He Said It Long Ago.”
Marx or Marxism: a totally discarded and forgotten history? A continuing present? Or a future still to be anticipated? Such a familiar signifier
appeared in this sudden and bizarre way, intimating a new international
order. In The Communist Manifesto, communism was once a specter from
the future floating over the present. Today, is Marxism a phantom from the
past that now and then emerges and takes shape in the present?
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One could say that the 1911 revolution began China’s history as a modern
nation. The Western calendar replaced the agricultural and dynastic calendars and signified that “China” had finally gained a sense of “time”—world
history or so-called linear historical time.
Then the founding of the People’s Republic of China seemed to proclaim once again that Time had begun, with 1949 as Year One, implying
China’s entrance into world history as an independent and sovereign nation. It also signified a form of red or political periodization, suggesting
that the People’s Republic had entered into Marxist-Leninist (people’s) historical time that marched toward the future promise of a classless society.
Or we could say that the Sino-U.S. Joint Communiqué in 1972 was another turning point, with Deng Xiaoping’s reform and opening beginning
a post – Cold War era within the socialist camp even before the end of the
Cold War. Time itself was foreshortened, displaced from communist utopian processes into global capitalist time. This time-space enunciated the
idea that China was (once again) marching toward the world. Within an
imaginary of stagnation, China was forever chasing after the West.
World revolution became a distant memory. By the 1970s, China’s vision
of itself as a world revolutionary leader began to fade. By the 1980s, this
landscape became inverted and critically judged.
An interesting fact is that China’s prosperous New Era was not accidentally synchronous with the rise of global neoliberalism. By the end of the
1970s, as the entire Chinese society settled accounts with itself, if it wasn’t
merely reciting the neoliberal canons that originated in the West, then it
was at least adding an effective footnote. China’s transformation also contributed to the reorientation of continental and especially French political
thought that was settling accounts with European leftist intellectuals.
Without a doubt, the turning point and event in China with international implications was the 1989 Tiananmen movement. Threatening the
regime for the first time since 1949 and tragically crushed with brutal
military force, this citizens’ resistance movement nevertheless helped the
collapse or implosion of the socialist camp. One can see it as the first domino in a global domino effect. Yet ironically, as these changes led to the
end of the Cold War and a redrawing of the world geopolitical map, China
became the last infallible socialist giant, falling into a post – Cold War
cold war.
Hence China Time became disjointed from world historical time once
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again. And it was misrecognized from both sides. On the one side, the
party line insisted on Chinese characteristics to strategically emphasize
China’s historical time. The other side saw China as a socialist totalitarian
nation.1 Neither view took into account the degree to which China was
implicated in globalization.
Even more strangely, in the last ten years of the twentieth century, the
world that had witnessed Tiananmen (and had previously not had a shared
enemy) united against the Chinese government as humanity’s common
enemy.
Meanwhile, the violent conclusion of the Tiananmen protests totally destroyed and purged socialism’s spiritual legacy and mobilization potential
that had once hindered the path of Chinese capitalism. The Chinese regime
began pushing for capitalism with unprecedented energy.
Before ridding itself of its international crisis, China had already emerged
at the forefront of global capitalism.
In the last ten years of the twentieth century, the post–Cold War era, the
self-recognized victors redrew the map of the world. First, the U.S. empire
came to be seen as the sole, unshakeable leader of the world. Neoliberalism
or the Washington Consensus became the belief that there is no alternative
and even ended history.
The flood of capital passed over the barriers dividing the two sides of the
Cold War and rushed into the wide region of what was previously the Eastern camp. Large numbers of legal and illegal immigrants crossed former
Cold War boundaries and embarked on the reverse journey of third-world
immigrants toward the heart of darkness.
The second, and perhaps an even more important, new international
reality was the emergence of the European Union. As one of the victors
of the Cold War, Western Europe took as its booty Eastern Europe’s huge,
precapitalist real economy, its latent consumer market, and its army of
cheap labor. This helped to alleviate the political, economic, and military
conflicts of interest between various Western European countries that had
lasted for several hundred years.
At the same time, as a dynamic zone within the global capitalist map,
China remains caught in rather bizarre cultural-political circumstances. In
the last decade of the twentieth century, Chinese society and culture were
consistently mired within the delirium and aphasia of multiple ideological
discourses.
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The post–Cold War cold war atmosphere enveloped China and the globe.
In order to give legitimacy to its rule in the midst of crisis (after Tiananmen), the Chinese government continued to use the name of the Chinese
Communist Party (ccp) and the ideological discourse of socialism. Even if
they have become vacuous soliloquies, their endless repetition obscures the
meaning of these enormous contemporary transformations.
Even more peculiar, this ideology that has exposed itself as a lie shares
the ideological cynicism of the postrevolutionary, globalized world. Yet, in
the vast territory of China, socialism/communism remains the core conviction of certain people, including grassroots officials. Some regions have
even maintained features of socialism in their social organization.
While ironically highlighting China’s process of pursuing capitalism,
such meaningless chatter can still return like a specter to which one has
made sacrifices. Its vocabulary can still be used to interrogate and oppose
the government.
But in reality, an important component of the post – Cold War cold war
situation is the pervasive dissemination of a cold war ideology that inverts
the subject while blocking the delirium and aphasia that conceal and contain a double legitimation crisis.
On one side is the remnant authority and political repression remaining from the Tiananmen massacre. The government was in a position to
smash quickly the resistance of the entire society in order to complete its
violent destruction of collective ownership. Large-scale wealth redistribution has meant the exploitation of both urban and rural laborers and the
small number of haves quickly plundering and hoarding what used to be
collective wealth.
On the other side, the polarization of classes, social suffering, and despair produced by the pursuit of capitalism are again displaced onto world
historical time and misdirected into anger and outrage toward the Communist Party (though not the so-called communist political regime of the
present) and socialism (though not the so-called socialist system of the
present). Such displacement and misrecognition have made resisters give
up the legal, intellectual, and discursive resources still at their disposal.
Hence they do not recognize the restoration of capitalism or the peaceful
evolution toward capitalism that surrounds them.
As a result, these resisters resort to riots or uprisings (that are the condition of this aphasia), or they might helplessly and uselessly appeal to the
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law to protect their rights, or they are forced to share in the government’s
so-called hardships.
This subject-inverting Cold War logic renewed the imaginary of institutional fetishism. A direct transformation occurred from the notion that
only socialism can save China to a belief in the capitalist system as represented by the omnipotence of the free market. This further enabled the
progress of Chinese capitalist development.
Hence in the second half of the 1990s, the consensus over classical liberalism in the Chinese intellectual world split into a conflict between the
liberals and the New Left. Their core differences focus on their different
understandings of the nature of Chinese society. Is everything happening
in China the inevitable result of the tyranny of the Communist Party and
socialism? Are the multiparty system, representative democracy, total privatization, and opening up the market to the Western world the ultimate
solutions to China’s problems? Or is a new round of social conflict and
suffering the very result of accelerated capitalism? The exchange of power
and money between the regime and multinational and domestic capital is
violently polarizing the rich and poor classes in China.
Hence exposing and investigating the social suffering of China’s lower
classes clearly shows by contrast the social justice of a distributive system.
Discussion of public wealth and the property rights of workers, accounting
for the historical legacies and debts of socialism, and implementing democracy on the basis of socialism (not necessarily the past of actually existing
socialism) — these became the concerns of the New Left.
Yet because the debate on the nature of Chinese society or its most important problems directly points to the core issue and dilemma of the ruling regime, so-called liberals and the New Left never engaged in a real
intellectual dialogue but instead got entangled in the contestation for the
imaginary moral high ground of opposing the regime. The latent deep
differences between the two could not surface but instead became another
labyrinth and quagmire of this strange and displaced Cold War style of
thinking.
If the sorrow of the leftists and the nostalgia of the rightists are cultural
political expressions, then the despair of China’s neoliberals about the tyranny of the ccp and the indignation of the New Left over the sufferings of
the subaltern share something extraordinary, namely a politics of melancholia. The neoliberals express imagined loss for the days before the rev-

After the Post – Cold War: The Beginning of Time?
At the beginning of the twenty-first century, the waves of globalization
and the turbulent tides of antiglobalization, as Antonio Negri and Michael
Hardt sketched out, namely, the hegemony of the American Empire (X +
America) and the multitude resisting this hegemony, constitute the primary landscape of the world.2 Yet this landscape is also gradually being
displaced as it emerges.
Without a doubt, the September 11 attack on U.S. American territory has
accelerated the renewed militarization of American imperial hegemony. As
8 Introduction
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olution, focusing on 1930s Shanghai, whereas the New Left yearns for and
defends the yonder days of the Maoist era from the 1950s to the ’70s. They
present a precise enunciation of mutually antagonistic nostalgia.
An interesting symptom: “nostalgia” is translated in mainland China
as longing for the past. In Taiwan and Hong Kong, however, it is translated
as a yearning for origins or one’s hometown or native place. This seems to
indicate that within mainland China’s twentieth-century cultural logic, a
utopian imaginary placed in the future has negated the notion of hometown or native place.
An imaginary space, an origin of where we come from, a site of the
heart’s belonging. Nostalgia is only a way of looking back in time. But at
the turn of the twenty-first century, the diametrically shared nostalgia of
the Chinese liberals and the New Left further exposed the symptoms of
social and cultural crisis.
The heterogeneous historical narratives that arose from the binary cultural logic of the Cold War thus fought for the ownership and narrative
of history and time. Whether they lament or celebrate the end of the Cold
War, whether they regard the socialist experiment as a huge loss or the
end of history, these discourses have closed off visions of the future. They
pronounce the promise of future justice to be a mere illusion, erasing the
depth and breadth of history. They use the eternal and locked present to
seal off any space for imagining the future.
Hence, in the post– Cold War, the continuation and stabilization of the
ccp’s power created a deep sense of sorrow among Chinese liberals, a sorrow that usually belongs to the left. Meanwhile the obstruction of any future vision has led China’s New Left to feel a lingering melancholy.
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a result, terrorism and antiterrorism not only became the United States’
new political strategy, but also quickly became the guiding ideology of
globalization.
If the binary opposition between democracy and authoritarianism began to replace the binary of capitalism versus communism and is gradually
rewriting the ideological imaginary of the Cold War, the antiterrorist campaigns led by the U.S. unexpectedly began a new era after the post – Cold
War. Continuous international military interventions — Kosovo, Afghanistan, Iraq, Libya — have time and again negated the twentieth century,
such as the miracle of the Cuban Revolution, and keep on flaunting the
unassailable logical connection between political-military hegemony and
domination over the financial empire.
If that is the case, then continued military interventions (especially the
swamp of American involvement in Iraq for over a decade) seem to be proving American imperial hegemony while consuming its overall strength. Just
as Samir Amin once said, global capitalism seems to have turned into a
three-headed monster led by the U.S., the EU, and Japan.3
Yet unexpectedly in 2008, Wall Street, the heart of the financial empire,
became the tipping point. Suddenly all was panic and paranoia. The crisis
then spread into other developed countries, especially dragging the European Union into the quagmire of disaster.
The year of the financial tsunami turned out coincidentally (and not
by theatrical design) to be China’s year of the Olympics. In fact, the 2011
hbo film Too Big to Fail, based on a New York Times best-selling book,
included a scene that used as its background the fireworks of the Beijing
Olympics opening ceremony. In this scene, the American secretary of the
treasury reluctantly held onto a Chinese flag while he spoke to a nameless
Chinese official about the financial crisis. Even though Wall Street had not
yet reached the depth of its crisis, the domino effect was already beginning
to show through.
Ironically, the huge disaster of the Sichuan earthquake at the beginning
of 2008 became the stage for the debut of China’s new middle class: the
donation of money and goods, blood donors lining up in the rain in big cities, and various volunteer rescue groups descending into the disaster zone.
All of these became an opportunity for the new Chinese middle class to
self-consciously display their sizeable presence, even if they did not constitute a large percentage of China’s enormous population. Rather suddenly,
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what emerged on the landscape of the disaster was an effective collective
imagination led by the new middle class, a national identification autonomously summoned by the once powerless mass media.
Within international discourse, however, the Wall Street financial tsunami and the global stock market disaster unexpectedly gave rise to the
fact or myth of China’s rise. Although the statistics that are batted about
supporting China’s rise do not constitute news, the continued growth of
the gdp has quickly raised China to the second largest economy in the
world. Yet the financial tsunami fully displayed or perhaps we should say
reversed the meaning of this phenomenon.
Previously, what helped the Chinese economy take off were the rows
upon rows of giant processing plants and sweatshops along the southeastern coast, constituting the typical third-world landscape in the age of
globalization.
Yet China has followed the example of other developed northeastern
Asian countries by building a number of megacities adjacent to the processing plants, featuring leviathan, brand-new postmodern architecture
designed by star international architects and hosting luxury consumer
goods — China’s young middle class has been born here. They also arose
from a transition in property ownership from state-run to state-owned —
from collective ownership to state ownership. On the basis of the large-
scale industrialization of a nationally planned economy, the state-owned
enterprises reorganized and expanded to create a central regime with solid
financial strength.
Government projects since the new century began (such as developing
the Great Northwest, renewing the northeastern industrial zones, and infrastructure construction in the countryside) have opened up giant reservoirs of capital, leading capital from the coast inland. When the financial
tsunami hit and led to the decline of the coastal processing plants, the
inland areas became a bulwark alongside national monetary sovereignty.
Paradoxically, this economic order under the state’s leadership and monopoly has given China great vitality in the midst of the global crisis.
Most ironically, Chinese-style primitive capital accumulation and industrial development from the 1950s to the 1970s (through the replacement
of capital by labor) was usurped through the transfer of ownership in the
1990s, such that the real economy was quickly monetized and capitalized
into enormous state wealth by the turn of the century.
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This economy had no choice but to be converted into dollars and U.S.
Treasury bonds. Yet following the financial tsunami, the gold and silver
earned through the real economy had to be donated to the U.S. financial
market to fill in the enormous gaps resulting from the dollar’s financial
bubble. They led to the conversion of China’s status into America’s greatest creditor. This contribution was even seen as China’s financial atomic
bomb.
The amount of American Treasury bonds held by the Chinese government shows the extent to which the U.S. is interior to China. (This is deeply
imbricated with Chinese mainstream culture’s stubborn love and imagination of America, though this imbrication is not recognized.) While it conversely also demonstrates the extent to which China is interior to America
as well as the depth of globalization, it simultaneously reflects the visibility
of China’s emergence on the world economic and cultural map, even if this
image is full of the mirages of Cold War ideology.
Yet when the financial tsunami persisted and expanded into a European
debt crisis, China’s creditor status doubtless raised its negotiating power in
international affairs. Hence in 2010, in the Hollywood disaster film called
2012, China was merely a giant empty space. The world’s sweatshops were
not visible in scenes where the fate of humankind was decided. Yet Too
Big to Fail, the American nonfiction drama about U.S. power, prominently
featured China. Even though China in the film appears as somewhat of a
caricature, it’s not quite the classic Cold War scenario.
In fact, accompanying the high-speed growth of the Chinese economy
was China’s growing need for energy and resources. Hence China became
active again in the Asian, African, and Latin American third world, but
this time playing a very different role. On the one hand are the open and
hidden international wrestling matches between China and the U.S. and
China and Europe, which are altogether different from before.
On the other hand, on the map of the global capitalist political economy,
China became an important parameter, or perhaps we should say variable.
Is China then replacing Japan as a head in the three-headed monster? Has
it rewritten Negri and Hardt’s formula? Has the world political economy
become X + America (Europe) + China? This author cannot make such an
optimistic confirmation.
We can confirm that after 9/11, after the financial tsunami and China’s
associated rise, the post – Cold War era ended. We are now living in an era
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after the post– Cold War. Or, rather than characterize it as the end of the
Cold War or prophesy unilateral control by the American empire, perhaps Subcomandante Marcos of the Zapatista National Liberation Army
in Mexico put it best: “The Fourth World War has begun.”4
Of course, different from the incitement of its literal meaning— just as
he defined the Cold War as the third world war — the fourth world war
refers to another round of competition for domination between empires,
a war for resources and energy, or a battle for the crown of financial hegemony. Perhaps we could borrow the titles of the popular twenty-first-
century Russian science fiction trilogy Twilight Watch to say we are now
living in “Nobody’s Time, Nobody’s Space, and Nobody’s Power.” In other
words, the lack of a dominant power only indicates the current instability
of identity and the global scramble for supremacy.
Returning to China, if in 2008, the reality of the post-post – Cold War
within world discourse seemed to emerge precipitously in China, perhaps
it was merely the result of a sociopolitical process that had begun much
earlier.
The year 2003 was undoubtedly an important turning point for China.
That year, the ccp proclaimed its transition from a revolutionary party to
a ruling party. Before that, they had already called their principles of governance the Three Representatives — that is, promising less than even the
Social Democratic Party.5 Meanwhile, they also encouraged entrepreneurs
to join the ccp. The revision of the constitution added the protection of
private property.6 The significance of this revision lies in the fact that the
Chinese regime finally struggled free of its embarrassing ideological dilemma. Moreover, it is trying to free itself of its double legitimation crisis.
At a constitutional and legal level, this completes the transfer of ownership
from state-run to state-owned, from public to private.
If the discussion of the nature of Chinese society was the latent focal
point of intellectual debates in the 1990s, then today the nature of Chinese society has become a self-evident fact, despite labels inherited from
its past. A small episode provides a footnote to this enormous transition:
in 2003, the government declared the official merging of the Chinese History Museum and the Chinese Revolutionary Museum on the politically
symbolic Tiananmen Square. It was renamed the China National Museum, and Jiang Zemin, then the top leader of the country, inscribed its
dedication.
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This is another allegory: the history of the Chinese revolution and the
socialist alternative to global capitalism have disappeared inside the memory hole that is called history. Not only did it bid farewell to revolution, but
it has also wiped out all traces of revolutionary history. In the last twenty
years of the twentieth century, under the reference framework of China as
a nation-state, Chinese history, torn apart by heterogeneous narratives and
logics, finally closed up and healed. The era from the 1950s to the 1970s—an
era edited out through historical as well as ideological montage — was
again recycled into the historical logic of China’s zigzagging path toward
modernization. This era no longer floats above the current moment like a
homeless specter nor brings out the threat of subversion.
So once again, Time begins. China is no longer a piece that cannot be
fitted into the jigsaw puzzle of the world. It is no longer out of joint with
Time. Conversely, it has finally entered into the time corridor of world history or Euro-American Western history. As an indication of this successful transition, since 2000 contemporary Chinese history, once a political
minefield, has not only become an academic hotspot but, more strikingly,
it has become a consumer fad in popular culture.
In the post–Cold War era, the popular culture industries tried, not entirely successfully, to fill in the blanks of China’s ideological vacuum. They
attempted to construct a new cultural hegemony, furthering the consumerist carnival from an unconstrained position. This time, rather than mass
culture joining to construct hegemony, one might say that mass culture only
exposes or confirms the new sociocultural hegemony. Just as with popular
imagination and writing in the 1990s about 1930s Shanghai, depoliticized
and romanticized legends of the 1950s to the 1970s became the material of
popular novels, tv soap operas, and films. They became the shared gossip
of elite and commoners alike.
Previously, using personal memory to counter official history was the
double-edged sword of elite writing. Today, the flood of historical writings in the name of memory has successfully blocked off and covered up
memory, that is, the memory of the spiritual legacies of socialist history.
Needless to say, an analogous narrative logic (i.e., modernization and
capitalism) once again achieved the continuity and coherence of Chinese
twentieth-century history. It became the basis for the regime’s legitimacy.
This depoliticized narrative strangely and successfully fulfilled its political
intentions.
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In the story of the harmonious reconciliation between the various Cold
War opponents, the party, the class, and the subject of the People’s Republic of China erased itself and realized the displacement or inversion of
the subject. The strangest logic in the historical narrative: the “successful
losers” (of the Sino-Japanese War, the 1947 – 49 Chinese civil war, and the
Cold War) are reacknowledging China’s rank in global capitalism, eliminating the logic used by socialist China during the Cold War. If this is true,
this logic can continue to triumph after China’s rise. Hence the humility
and self-effacement of its historical narrative became a powerful defense
of Chinese capitalist development and fulfilled the imagination of China
as savior or leader of the capitalist world.
After this transition in 2007 – 8, a new social hegemonic discourse was
established in China. Most prominent within this discourse are developmentalism, consumerism, the market, and fetishism-filled capitalism. Important evidence of its establishment is how the new hegemonic discourse
successfully absorbed and reconciled Chinese liberals and the New Left.
From the 1990s to the present, clashes between China’s important liberals
and New Leftists did not produce any winners or losers. Rather, both lost.
The only winner is big capitalism, that is, bureaucratic monopoly and entrepreneurial interest groups.
The new hegemonic discourse is further supported by a piece of superficial evidence: the prominent emergence of the young middle class in
Chinese cities. While much hope both within and beyond China (among
those who referenced the East Asian model) had been placed in the Chinese middle class as the force to push forward Chinese democracy, the
debut of this class was in fact the identification with the nation-state and
with the regime.
Even though national identity is very unstable even as it permeates the
fetishistic imaginary of capitalist systems (adoration of the U.S. and hatred
for Japan are frequent symptoms), the worship of abstract power or the
deep respect toward the victors remains a basic parameter for the establishment of national identification.
From another perspective, when the financial tsunami broke out and
expanded into the EU debt crisis, China became the last bulwark to shore
up the value of financial capital. It immediately turned into a magnet for international hot money. A huge amount of international capital has flooded
into China through both legal and underground means. The Chinese gov-

China Time or a Future Imaginary?
When China finally joined world time and world history, when the re
established hegemonic discourse once again displayed the depth of China’s
long and winding historical minefield, it simultaneously also experienced
the foggy barriers or even the disappearance of time and future. This is
another displacement of time: when China finally entered the grand road
of capitalism, with its seemingly brilliant prospects, the entire capitalist
world sank into a systemic crisis.
Even if this crisis passes, the crisis of resources and environment has
already stopped the unlimited expansion promised by developmentalism.
Introduction
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ernment used an old trick to protect the safety of its currency: its corresponding distribution of rmb created inflation that burdened the livelihoods of those at the bottom of the social hierarchy. Meanwhile, it also
created an unprecedented scene of flowing money. In 2009, a sarcastic popular phrase in China was, “I don’t lack money.” Hence, like other modernizing countries whose economies took off belatedly, the rmb was forced to
appreciate, making it possible for a small percentage of Chinese (though
large in absolute numbers) to engage in the fashion of international travel.
Travel abroad may well be the typical activity in the era of globalization, but let us momentarily put aside its ideological implications. If the
nouveaux riches born out of the commerce between power and money
have raised China’s status to number one in international luxury travel
and in the consumption of international luxury goods (the most luxurious
consumer brands have all established flagship stores in Shanghai), then
throughout the world, especially in brand-name shops in Euro-American
Western cities, omnipresent Chinese tourists seem like a minor but prominent detail that validates China’s rise.
For this author, the so-called rise of China is the most important sign
that the world has entered an era after the post– Cold War. One no longer
need beat around the bush and evade the open secret of China’s total entrance into capitalism and its role as the most active and lively player in
a global capitalism in crisis. It also signifies that the curtains have finally
dropped on the Cold War (as well as on the cold war situation after the
Cold War, or the persistence of cold war after the Cold War). Compared
to the previous socialist camp, capitalism has become the ultimate victor.
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Any solution proposed within the current logic will only further or deepen
the crisis. For example, the biofuel proposed by the European Union to
replace petroleum as a renewable clean energy is already reducing or compromising the safety of African food. Or we could just call it famine. In
2011, after the March 11 Tohoku earthquake and tsunami, the crisis of the
Fukushima nuclear power plant continued to evolve and deepen the global
ecological disaster.
For a century, the history and self-image of China as a nation-state subject kept on postponing utopia to the other end of time — promising the
future to posterity, endlessly trying to surpass the West and to make the
new into the beautiful and the good. Today, China seems to have realized
its dream of ranking among the advanced nations of the world, enriching
the state and strengthening its military. But what of the future?
At this point, we might pause to consider the following events. In 2009,
when General Motors filed for bankruptcy protection from the U.S. federal government, General Motors China broke its annual profit record. A
private company in Sichuan bought Hummer from gm, making headlines
throughout China. Meanwhile, the Hollywood blockbuster Transformers
2, which serves as a commercial for gm, broke summer box office records;
China’s box office was second only to North America’s. Shortly after, in
2011, when the 3d movie Transformers 3 again swept the globe, its product
placement advertisements were all Chinese brands, even though this latent
fact outside of the film’s diegesis provoked very complex feelings among
both North American and Chinese audiences. The ongoing logic of surpassing or continuing is recognizable. Ironically, this logic’s model of emulation is a failed player in the quagmire of capitalism.
When China is no longer an oddity in the capitalist world but a regular
member, when China’s rise means the sinking of Cold War echoes and
their epilogue, then it not only means the failure and disappearance of
socialism as an alternative to global capitalism, but it also means the fading or evaporation of China’s path — which refers to China’s revolutionary
path, China as a third-world country that freed itself from the global capitalist system, and China as an independent, sovereign, and self-sufficient
nation.
Once, the real or imaginary Chinese path inspired and encouraged critical thinkers in the West and opened up other future imaginations in the
third world. Today, is the meaning of China simply what the British foreign
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minister said in jest (“In 1989, capitalism saved China; today, China will save
capitalism”)? If capitalism saved China, then we must ask: Which China?
Whose China? If China should save capitalism, then how? And with what?
Will China use its foreign currency reserves (the largest in the world),
created and earned with its real economy (i.e., the labor of state-owned factories and sweatshops), to fill the deep gullies of the financial empire after
its bubble burst, so as to begin a new round of games — just like those online and electronic games that won’t let you quit until you lose? Or should
we follow the proposals of some of China’s political scientists and economists and begin China’s Marshall Plan to save the EU and thereby lay the
foundations of China’s imperial position?
Two further significant illustrations: the late American leftist critic
Giovanni Arrighi sketched out a vision of China guiding the global economy in his book Adam Smith in Beijing; Francis Fukuyama, who had proclaimed the end of the Cold War and hence the end of history, is now praising the Chinese century and Chinese model. Similar to the distorted and
fantastical reflections in the global reactions to Tiananmen (even though
the departure point and focus are quite different), but with regard to the
present and the foreseeable future, leftist and rightist thinkers have again
reached an amazing consensus over China’s place in the world.
If such optimistic or terrifying imaginings (according to which subjectivized positions are distinguished) have realistic possibilities, then what
is the true meaning of the Chinese model? How is the world led by China
different from where it is heading anyway? Using the fact of China’s rise (in
terms of gdp, foreign currency reserves, ranking in the world economy) to
inversely deduce China’s special characteristics (the Chinese model) will
only achieve a new version of the same old story of winner takes all, except that in the new story, the powerful central government is no longer
the source of all evil as in the orientalist authoritarian story, but instead
becomes the model for low systemic costs and high management efficiency.
China’s own historical schema, the premodern Chinese empire that
gave birth to a modern China within its borders; the Chinese revolutions
of the twentieth century (which included almost every kind of revolution);
the primitive accumulation and industrialization in the socialist era; China’s identification with the third world and its resistance against the historical destiny of third world nations — all this has vanished without a trace.
As a previous historical legacy, twentieth-century Chinese and world
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history might still hold some resources and significance for the Chinese
path today. In fact, much discussion about China’s rise and the Chinese
model has to do with Chinese cultural or historical tradition. Within
China, what accompanies the heated debates about China’s rise is China’s
cultural self-awareness. Even if we temporarily set aside the soft power or
core values of the government-led culture, similar discussions among intellectuals have rarely dealt with some basic premises.
First, for Fei Xiaotong, who proposed the concept of cultural self-aware
ness, the premise and context for the discussion of cultural self-awareness
was the nativist China or the Chinese countryside.7 Today’s China still has
a vast countryside, with 900 million farmers according to household registration. But even if we don’t mention how a hundred years of modernization and revolution destroyed traditional rural society, the current cultural
self-awareness that accompanies the theory of China’s rise focuses not on
the countryside but on modern urban societies.
Second, the cultural traditions of the Chinese countryside belong to
a totally different episteme than modern capitalism. Even though tradition versus modernity remains the basic ideological binary of the twentieth century, the modernization of traditional culture keeps emerging as
the most pressing conventional issue of Chinese society. Yet there is rarely
progress — not to mention resolution — on this issue. Apart from social
and historical factors, epistemic difference and geographical segmentation
might be the foremost intrinsic explanation. Hence in the context of contemporary capitalist political economy, it is only wishful thinking, albeit
well intended, to use traditional Chinese culture as the subject or basis to
create a new cultural self-awareness, to make China into an alternative to
Western global capitalism. Again, what remains most prominent for me
is the present-day revival of discussions about cultural self-awareness and
its promotion. This doesn’t mean the beginning of a Chinese cultural renaissance. In fact, this only clearly reflects the hollowness and paucity of
Chinese cultural identity and subjectivity.
I have pointed out elsewhere that the beginning of modern Chinese
culture — the May Fourth Movement with its twinned themes of antifeudalism and anti-imperialism — created a subjectivity with a hollow interiority that takes an enemy, namely imperialist powers, as the structure of its
own Lacanian mirror image.8 If this is precisely the general social cultural
fact of the third world and late-developing world, then China’s difference
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is that from the very start, Chinese intellectuals already realized that no
matter how sincerely they wished it, China could not possibly repeat the
Western path of modernization. The modernizing efforts of twentieth-
century China thus often sought other paths, went elsewhere, and looked
for other kinds of people.
Yet a hundred years have passed. At the turn of the century, a China
that has completed its own inversion in the post – Cold War order needs to
erase alternative social memories of subjectivity and social practice from
its mainstream account. Hence Chinese cultural subjectivity experienced
another hollowing out from within, multiplying and deepening the historical ruptures of the May Fourth Movement.
A film provides an illustration. Zhang Yimou’s Hero did very well at
the international box office. Throughout the film, one can see the blood-
red word “sword” that symbolizes absolute power and violent struggle. It
becomes a prominent background for the film. Yet the keyword of premodern Chinese culture and of the film’s plot, tianxia or all under heaven, was
never visible in the film.
Even more interesting is the domestic picture Assembly (2007), which
is almost a direct piece of evidence for the post-post – Cold War. This film
is about communist soldiers in the Chinese Civil War between the communists and nationalists. It was a blockbuster throughout East Asia and
won the Golden Horse Award in Taiwan. But the symptomatic significance of the film lies in the scenario created by the director Feng Xiaogang
and screenwriter (and well-k nown author) Liu Hengji: as soon as the ccp
members changed into the Nationalist Party’s German-style uniform and
took up their American equipment, the film’s characters took on the figures of international soldiers. The film re-created the spectacle and editing
rhythm of Hollywood films, thereby successfully displacing or covering up
the historical meanings of this special war: land reform, political mobilization, the politicization of the army, and the popular support of the people
through the fact that the weak overcame the strong— that is to say, the outcome of the war manifested the people’s choice of China’s destiny and path.
If mainstream scholars have cut short the extension of twentieth-
century Chinese history, then we obviously cannot inversely deduce a Chinese model from China’s rise. Rather, this model can only become the latest
case or footnote of global capitalism. It cannot draw from or transform
the cultural and social debts, legacies, and resources of twentieth-century
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Chinese history. It also cannot begin to imagine or implement a different
and hopeful new world on account of China’s intervention. To the contrary,
if China’s rise only means a new player in the global scramble for supremacy,
then it could only signify the approach of an even greater global disaster.
Of course, China has not yet committed the same crimes or created the
same disasters as the originators of capitalism, whether it is in terms of
social injustice, exploitation, internal and external colonization, the crisis
in energy resources, or ecological disasters. Yet if China cannot choose
and demonstrate a different path, then its intervention will only replay
and aggravate these existing disasters. Hence, so-called Chinese cultural
self-awareness cannot originate from traditional cultural resources. To the
contrary, it must be an awareness of the hollowness of its subjectivity on
multiple levels. Moreover, traditional culture as a different episteme can
only be revived in an alternative imagination of the future than that of
modern capitalist logic and practice.
Yet in the aftermath of the post–Cold War, the international communist
movement’s alternative vision to counter the capitalist world has totally
failed. The most important resulting change (and global phenomenon) is
the disappearance or sealing off of a future vision. In the twentieth century, the utopian vision of Marxism was to end capitalism, obliterate class
differences, and achieve the liberation of humankind. Its implementation
and promotion, however, evolved into totalitarianism and bloody violence,
finally causing a self-generated implosion. It lost without a fight.
The trial of global communism did not end without the arrogance of
the victor’s justice. It became a total negation of an alternative future other
than capitalism. Hence the question became how to deal with the crisis of
capitalism instead of how to deal with capitalism in crisis.
If a Chinese model exists, then it seems to be inevitably a capitalist
model and not an alternative to capitalism. American amc movie theaters
imported and distributed the ccp propaganda film commemorating the
ninetieth anniversary of the ccp’s founding, titled Beginning of the Great
Revival, and screened it in five American cities simultaneously. Despite the
poor box office, it still demonstrates that the Cold War is far away in the
past and communism is no longer any kind of meaningful threat.
Even in China, Marx or Marxism lies in a corner where the sun never
shines — a piece of dispensable political pop. Of course, Marxism is not all
about communism’s utopian ideals. That’s not even the most important
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aspect at times. But the significance of Marxism for social practice is that
it promises a form of future justice. Only the imagination and promise of
an alternative future allow historical and present suffering to emerge and
speak. Only this can give meaning to past and present victims. For me,
this includes the victims and sacrifices of twentieth-century communist
movements. And only a nonteleological future vision can free history and
time from the custody of power and violence.
At the turn of the century, the deep nostalgia that surrounds both left-
wing and right-wing Chinese intellectuals not only reflects their powerlessness but also unexpectedly enacts Freudian mourning. Pay homage to and
then forget the sufferings and the dead of capitalism and socialism, because
there is no future that can give us back justice. There are only nation-states
or empires, economic winners and losers. There is no choice for the sheep,
only for lions with the ability and motivation to protect their own food
sources. This might be why the late Jacques Derrida kept on reiterating
memory and rejecting mourning. Thus he chose to salute the specter of
Marx that has lost its flesh and blood.
Indeed, it doesn’t have to be Marxism or communism, but it has to be
the imagination and promise of an alternative future — a promise that will
be kept, a promise along with an assumption of responsibility, a promise
along with the performance of that promise. To act on one’s promise seems
to be the most ordinary yet most religious manifestation of premodern
Chinese culture. Perhaps we can say that after the post – Cold War both the
tidal movements of antiglobalization and the work of critical intellectuals,
both directly and indirectly, contain the elements to reinvigorate a new
utopian imagination and demand something of the future: the motto of
the World Social Forum, Another World Is Possible; or the dream of Subcomandante Marcos, a world that can contain many other worlds; or Alan
Badiou’s Communist Hypothesis, as well as the return to communist theory among many scholars. Perhaps only in multiple future visions can we
define and interrogate the meanings of nation, politics, revolution, democracy, and freedom. Only then can we debate the new historical subject and
the possibility for its renaming. Only then can we draw on the resources of
diverse histories rather than merely summoning ghosts.
Under the mask of a film character, V (in V for Vendetta, 2005), Occupy
Wall Street unexpectedly broke out in New York and spread to the whole
world. Just as eye-catching as the V mask was a self-referential slogan: We

are the 99 percent. Yet in China, we see the opposite: class conflicts frequently explode in clashes between different ethnicities and regions. In
other words, the crisis of capitalism is already awakening or creating other
futures and possibilities. The imagination of an alternative future is already under way. For China, this topic is especially urgent, because China
must be a China of the future, or there will be no future.
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